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ABSTRACT. In order to quantify the errors in the IUE line profiles 
caused by the order overlap, we have compared line depths in IUE and 
Copernicus spectra. The excess line depth in IUE spectra suggests 
that the amount of order overlap is about 32% at 1150A and decreases 
to zero at about 1400A, for spectra extracted with the recent version 
of IUESISPS (the IUE standard extraction software) . The transfer of a 
spectral feature from one order to the next is below the 5% level. 

Based on these results, a correction technique is described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A longstanding problem with the IUE high resolution data is the 
determination of the true background level in the region of the 
spectral format where the orders are closely spaced. Order overlap is 
primarily an artificially — raised background level caused by the 
overlapping wings of the order profile in the higher echelle orders. 
A secondary effect is the transfer of a spectral feature from one 
order to the neighboring ones, due to the long range term of the point 
spread function (PSF) . 

An earlier evaluation of the problem and a correction technique 
is given by Bianchi (1980) . In order to quantify the amount of order 
overlap we have compared line depths in IUE spectra to line depths 
observed by Copernicus. The excess line depth, i.e., the order 
overlap, in IUE spectra can be expressed as a percent of the local net 
continuum level. The net is the most appropriate quantity to scale 
the order overlap, because gross and background are affected by the 
radiation level and the camera null drift. 
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F i g . l . The measured order 
over lap ( in % of the net 
flux) . Typical e r r o r bar 
i s ind ica ted for one 
p o i n t . 
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2. COMPARISON OF IUE AND COPERNICUS SPECTRA 

The IUE resolution is O.lA, intermediate between the Copernicus 
Ul and U2 spectra (resolution 0.05 and 0.2A respectively) ; therefore 
we have chosen absorption lines broad enough so that the Ul and U2 
line depths agree within 5%. We further restricted the choice to 
lines with central depth between 0 and 35% of the continuum. 

We analyzed spectra of stars for which complete Ul and U2 scans 
were available. All the IUE spectra were reprocessed with the recent 
version of the standard software (Bohlin and Tunrose 1982) . The 
details of the data and the lines used are given in Bianchi and Bohlin 
(1984) . The measured order overlap is shown in Fig. 1. The amount of 
order overlap is found to be about 32% of the net spectrum at 1150A, 
decreasing to zero at about 1400A . In the spectra extracted with the 
older software, the order overlap is worse by 10%. However, larger 
errors could be present in these spectra, since the spectral 
registration was less accurate and less stable (see e.g., Thompson and 
Bohlin 1982) . 

3. CORRECTION TECHNIQUES 

For spectra extracted with the old software a correction 
technique is recommended such as that of Bianchi (1980) . For spectra 
extracted with the recent software, in which the background and the 
spectral registration are more stable, a simple correction routine 
based on the results of this paper is outlined here. It should give 
results accurate to about 5%, for large aperture spectra (point 
sources, in focus) . Let's consider only the order m itself and the 
two neighboring orders m-1 and m+1 . 
expressed in terms of the net n on the software tapes as 

The corrected net NQ can be 

N = n +AB +(AB +ABJ /2-AN -AN^ o o o - + - + (1) 
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The subscripts -, o and + refer to the orders m-1, m and m+lt 
respectively• The corrections AB are normalized to the extraction 
slit height and are due to the fact that the extraction background is 
too high. The corrections AN are the excess contribution to the gross 
from the wings of the adjacent orders. For the case of a deep line as 
measured by the correction C in Fig. 1, ABQ=0. On the average, the 
nearby orders have approximately the same net continua n. With these 
assumptions and some knowledge of the order profile shape, a solution 
can be obtained. The precise PSF for IUE is not known, but Bianchi 
(1980) has shown that the core of the profile is gaussian with a 
longer range component in the wings. These wings produce the elevated 
background in the short wavelength orders and probably drop off as r~ 
(r=distance from the peak of the order) . Thus, if b is the background 
contribution due to one order, then this order contributes as an 
increase of b/4 to the neighboring net and as b/9 to the background on 
the other side of order m. In summary: 

ABQ=0, AB_=AB+=b+b/9, AN_=AN+=b/4, n_=n+=n. 
Eq. 1 becomes: 

N0-n0=b+b/9 - b/4 - b/4 = lib/18 (2) 
Since the difference NQ-n0 is just what has been measured (Fig. 1), if 
C is the fractional correction in terms of n, then b=18Cn/ll . The 
general solution is therefore: 

N 0 =n 0 +1.636CCn 0 D+0-5CCnO + 0 .5CCn + 3 (3) 
where C 3 indicates the appropriately smoothed net spectrum. The 
appropriate smoothing is 31 points filter done twice, just the same as 
the background smoothing for the new software, since the correction is 
essentially for errors in the smooth background used to compute the 
net on the tape. In the case where the three continua are all equal, 
then (NQ-n0)/(nQ) =2.636C (eq. 3), which is used to estimate the 
maximum order overlap of 32% when C=0.12 at 1150A. 

A FORTRAN program to implement this correction is given in 
Bianchi and Bohlin (1984) . In Fig. 2 we show an example of a 
corrected IUE line profile (Silll X1206.5A in zeta Pup) compared to 
the line profile from Copernicus. 
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x
a° ^ I scan from Copernicus 
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DISCUSSION 

BIANCHI: I want to point out that an error of 32% in the continuum is an 
error of 32% in the equivalent width. 
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